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STRATEGIC PLANNING 

Dean Stevie Watson shared with the faculty a list of short terms goals for the school including the following:
1. Recruitment of faculty and staff to enhance the reputation of Edgewood College School of Business (ECSB) among 

prospective and current students, prospective faculty and staff, alumni, and the greater Madison community.
2. Retention of students, faculty and staff through effective professional development programs, value-added 

experiences, financial support and meaningful community engagement.
3. Graduation goals: to provide current ECSB students with the resources and support graduation within four years for 

undergraduate students and with three years for graduate students.
4. Advancement goals: to provide ECSB faculty and staff with resources and support needed to help them meet their 

career goals.

STUDENT AND STAKEHOLDER FOCUS

Students are generally satisfied with their experience as Business majors. Although course satisfaction has trended upward, 
students’ satisfaction with teaching is inconsistent and their average satisfaction with courses is below our target. Below are 
the annual average rankings based on a 5-point Likert scale.

To continue this improvement in course satisfaction and meet the goal for teaching, ECSB will assign full time faculty to 
each core course in our traditional undergraduate program.

BOTH

2014 2015 2016

Overall 3.98 4.40 4.24

Teaching 4.09 4.29 4.24

Courses 3.77 4.28 4.22

UNDERGRAD

2014 2015 2016

Overall 4.09 4.30 4.24

Teaching 4.17 4.03 4.14

Courses 3.74 3.93 3.93

GRAD

2014 2015 2016

Overall 3.87 4.50 4.42

Teaching 4.00 4.54 4.33

Courses 3.80 4.62 4.50
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MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF STUDENT LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE

1. PROGRAM OUTCOMES LEARNING OUTCOMES 
ECSB has focused on learning out comes for each program associated with functional areas of business: accounting, 
finance, management and marketing, as well as business ethics. A variety of tools have been used to assess the learning 
outcomes including: embedded questions, major field tests, projects, reports/papers and simulations.

Additionally, the accounting curriculums are aligned with the AICPA competencies, functional, personal and broad 
business perspectives. Below are the three AICPA competency areas. 
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2. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
Undergraduate Programs 
In the traditional undergraduate business program, the goals for the learning objectives in the functional areas were 
generally being met. The accounting and management areas have regularly met their targets. Some finance learning 
outcomes (LOs) are also meeting their goals, while others represent a challenge. For example, this was the first year the 
LOs related to valuation of equity accounts was analyzed. With the enactment of the proposed changes to the course, an 
improvement is anticipated. Bus 455 Organizational Sustainability and Innovation was included to represent evaluation 
of LOs for our management concentration. It also aligns well with the Edgewood value of sustainability and is part of a 
curriculum to addresses Principles of Responsible Management Education (PRME) standards. This is the first year that 
LO results for the Bus 455 course were collected and the results were very good with students averaging 4.7 on a 5-point 
Likert scale.

By the time students reach Bus 499 Business capstone, the students in our traditional undergraduate programs will have 
honed many of their skills in the functional areas of accounting, finance, marketing and management and be able to 
integrate these skills to form a business plan. The results of the Comp XM exam provides ECSB both summative and 
comparative results for our students in learning outcomes six functional areas. The learning outcomes from Bus 499 
Business capstone course provide a good example of how we continue to assess these functional areas, showing a steady 
improvement in most functional areas since spring 2014.

Please see further detail in the examples below.
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ACCOUNTING:

SIMULATION RESULTS IN BUS 499:
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*Integrated undergraduate program begins
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Graduate Programs:
Students in the MBA program have consistently met the program’s learning outcomes (LOs) in some areas: accounting, 
statistics, and ethics. The results in other areas results have been less consistent or fallen short of the goals: operations 
management and strategic management. In areas where there has been consistent achievement of goals, faculty will move 
on to assess other goals and/or use new assessment tools. In the other areas, faculty are implementing changes to improve 
students’ success. Examples of the MBA program’s learning outcomes and follow-up can be found below.

FIRST YEAR COURSE - MBA
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CAPSTONE COURSE – MBA

In past reports to ACBSP, about our MSA program, students showed pretty consistent success with meeting the goals for 
the program’s LOs.  The tools used for the assessment were internal and formative. As the accounting faculty revised its 
program LOs to incorporate AICPA competencies, they also chose to work with some externals tools including Comp 
XM. The initial results have not been as good, falling below the stated goals. With the proposed changes to the courses in 
the MSA program noted below, the faculty expect to see improvements in student achievement. Examples of the learning 
outcomes for the accounting program and most recent results can be found below.
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RESULTS FROM EXTERNAL TOOL USED IN CAPSTONE – MSA

EDUCATIONAL AND BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The school established a goal of 70% for second year retention rates in the ECSB programs. The adult accelerated program 
has been successful for achieving this goal averaging 72% from 2013-2016. The retention rates for the graduate programs 
had much greater variation and fell short of the goal, averaging just 68% aver that same period.

In our 2011-2016 strategic plan ECSB, one of target measures for achieving student excellence was to have a diverse student 
population reflective of our region. The south central Wisconsin area has an approximately 15% ALANA population. 
Over the most recent three years we have achieved our target with an average of more than 16% ALANA students in our 
undergraduate programs.


